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All about Floors presents its syrupy collection of epoxy floors. Get your sugar hit here.
Our Designer floors are easy to maintain, durable and look great in any situation,
Commercial. Industrial. Domestic. All About Floors can estimate and specify any
project within Australia.

Caramel Jersey
Vanilla fudge sandwiched in between two caramel fudge layers.
Back in those wonderful childhood days when you could get five for
ten cents at your local corner store, Caramel Jersey’s never tasted
so good.
Revisit that time. More caramel than vanilla, this floor reminds
you of the childlike influence that sneaks into your life when you
least expect it. .

Honey
What better place to have a honey reminder than in a supermarket.
This natural healer kills bacteria, disinfects wounds, soothes sore
throats and alleviates asthma. All about Floors can’t promise all that
but can promise to alleviate dust build up assisting asthmatics to
breathe better.
This is one of the many advantages of epoxy flooring. Not only is it
environmentally friendly but it is lung friendly. Unlike carpet and tiling,
dust and dirt can build up in fabric or grout.
Epoxy Floors are
seamless, easy to clean and maintain and all those unsavory germs
don’t hang about.
As sticky as honey is, the only thing that sticks is the uniqueness of
your floor.

Turkish Delight
This translucent red seamless floor looks like your walking on a
squishy bed of jelly but in fact, you’re walking the toughest and
most durable flooring finish in the world.
This hand trowelled delight is much like hand made Turkish
Delight. One part product, one part time and one part creative
skill.
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Without all the technical jargon, put simply, Epoxy is the protective coating on a
concrete floor. You can be the designer of this concrete coating. At All About Floors
our philosophy is simple ‘you DESIGN it, we CREATE it.’
All About Floors can estimate and specify any project within Australia, Commercial,
Industrial, and Domestic.

COMMERCIAL FLOORS
All about Floors can specify and apply all types of commercial
flooring including designer, epoxy self-leveling floors, seamless floor
finishes, concrete protection and waterproofing.
Epoxy is ideally suited for all floor types as it is seamless and is
bonded direct to the substrate.
This ‘open to the public’ pharmacy warehouse has the company logo
on the floor and shows the ‘new look’ for warehouse floors. It gets a
lot of foot traffic so it needs to be tough and easy to maintain.

A WINNING FORMULA
In an environment where there may be spills, drips, skids or
abrasions, you need a floor that will stand up to these everyday
occurrences.
Our seamless industrial floors meet Australian standards for slip
resistance and resist marking and staining.
Combine all this with a distinctive looking floor and you have the
winning formula.

INDUSTRIAL FLOORS
From 20 to 2000 sqm, a factory, warehouse, commercial kitchens or
retail space, we can provide you with a floor that will be non-slip,
easy to maintain, and environmentally safe.
Our products are safer to use, emitting no harmful VOC’s and are
moisture tolerant.

